Jozef Siominski ON COMPARISONS OF ALGEBRAS BY USING THE ENRICHMENTAL THEORIES AND CLONING SYSTEMS
In universal algebra there are problems concerning the enrichments of algebras. Por those problema the notion of abstraot algebra as an algebra of a given type is not comfortable. We stud? in this paper algebras without types. We introduce a category AL of algebras. The poset category Bnr(AL) =<0b AL,^r>is a subcategory of AL admiting only the enriohmental morphisms. The enrichmental theories of algebras are considered as the monads of the category finr(AL). We also study a notion of a clone. We remark that the general notion of a clone depends on a given cloning closure operator or a cloning system of algebras. Ws introduce a notion of a cloning closure operator as a speoial quasi-functor from a covering poset oategory to the Set category. A quasi-funotor from a category K to a oategory K' is a pair F •<? 0 ,P 1 > of mappings P Q : Ob K --Ob K' and F^Mor K-•Mor K' having the h properties: F^A-^-B) x P Q (A) -3-• P 0 (B) and F.,(h°h) «= = F^ (h' ) °F.|(h) for all h and h' in Mor K. If a quasi-f unotor F:K --K' fulfils the equality F.|(1 A ) » 1 ? for all objects A in K, then F ia a functor. If F is a quasi-functor, then we write F(A) and F(h) instead of F h (A) and F i (h). We This paper is based on the lecture presented at the Symposium on Universal Algebra held at Nioolaus Copernious University in Torun (Bachotek), May 23-27, 1984. 
Q(a' )). If ^ is a kernel of an enrichmental theory H of algebras (i.e. A -A' iff H(A) -H(A')), then H -<3 '
is said to be an enriohmental hull of Q. Ve prove that the cloning systems of algebras al, Int, Loa, D and theirs subsystems have*, the enrichmental hulls, moreover, the ways of enrichment bf algebras to clones over oloning systems are given. For ooncepts used in this paper without definitions see [5, 8] ,
1. The enrichmental theories and comparisons ¿>f algebras A n-ary operation over a set X is a funotion f:X n -^ I. If f:X n -X is a n-ary operation over X and TSI, then T is said to be closed under f provided f(Y n )sY. If Y * 0 is closed under f, then f is non-constant. An abstract algebra or briefly an algebra is a pair A =< A0,A1> such that AQ is a non-empty set and A^ is a function that relates to eaoh natural number n a set A, of some n-ary operations over 11 o Aq. -It may be assumed (without loss of generality) that for all n i 0 the projections -Aq belong to A1 n, for 1 » 1,...,n. Let A be an algebra. Then kQ is called the An equivalence relation ~ over a set X is said to be a congruence of a n-ary operation f:X n --X provided for all a,, a'4 £ X if ai ~ &J for i = then f(a-(a^,•»•j ~ ~ f( a'^ .aj,...,a'n). If an equivalence relation ~ over A^ is a congruence relation of all fundamental operations of A, than ~ is called a congruence of algebra A. A hocaomorphism from an algebra A to an algebra A' is a pair h = <(hQ,h^ such that hyiA^ -*-AQ, h^ is a function that relates to each natural number n a function h, _:A., _ --a' _ having the 1 ,n i ,n i,n ° following property: for all f6 A1 and all x.J,...,X N in AQ, ni)(f(x1,...,xn;) = h1 n( f) (hQ(x1).. ,h0(xn)). The composition of homomorphisms h:A -A' and h:A' -A" is given by the foraalas: cv o h)0 = hó»h05 {h'0 hj1>n, h;ttic hlf and it is a homomorphism h' ° h ; A-A". Hence we obtain a category AL of all algebras regarding algebras as objects and homomorphisms as morphisms. If A and a' are algebras, then A' is said to be an enrichment of A if AQ • A' 0 and for all n A 1 £ A^ ". Hence A' is an enriohment of A iff there 1 ,n 1 ,n • t is a homomorphism r:A-A of the form'r = (r^r^), where r A = 1. and for all n r. "jA., " c-a' " is the inclusion u AQ i,n i ,n i,n tap. The homomorphisns of the form r are called enriohmental. The composition of enriohmental homomorphisms is an enrichmental homomorphism. If A' is an enrichment of A, then we write A' . The subcategory of AL defined by all enrichmental homomorphisms will be denoted by Enr(AL) and o^lled enriohmental category of algebras. Hence Enr(AL) is the poset category <( Ob Al,.^^. How let us consider the endofunctors of the category Enr(AL), i.e. the funotors of the form H : Bnr(AL)--Enr(AL)• H is oalled an enriohmental endofunotor of algebras if for all algebras A we have H(A). The monads of the oategory Enr(AL) are said to be the enriohmental theories of algebras. Hence H is an enriohmental theory of algebras if and only if H is an enriohaental endofunctor o of algebras and H • H. We give examples of enriohuental theories of algebras. Example 1.
For each algebra A we relate an algebra 0(A) such that 0(A) q -Aq and 0(A)., is the universe of the subalgebra of F n {A) generated by the set pr 11 of all projections prJ:AQ D --AQ. The elemente of 0(A)1 n are called n-ary algebraic operations of A. Example 2.
Por each algebra A we relate an algebra p(A) such that p(A) Q = Aq and p(A) 1|0 is the universe of the subalgebra of P n (A) generated by the set pr 11 U |o®taeA 0 |, where c° is the constant funotion with value a. The elements a in p(A) 1 are called a-ary polynomials of A. i ,n A subuniverse of an algebra A is any closed subset in A and moreover the empty subset provided every algebraical operation of A is a non-oonstant function over A,.. The set of all subuniversea of A is denoted by Su(A). Su(A) is an intersection structure on the set Aq and therefore it defines a closure operator on AQ. For every YQAQ there is the least subuniverse U of A such that Y£U, it will be denoted by Sg^( Y) and called generated by Y. If SgA((i) * 9, then X = SgA(0) is a olosed subset in A and thus X defines a subalgebra A' of A with AQ = X which is called generated by 0 and we write The elements in Cs(A)., " are n-ary operations of A compatible 11 n with power subuniversea* In analogical way using (k) only for a fixed M we obtain the algebra Ca* Mi (A). Bxample 4» For any algebra A we relate an algebra Co(A) such t¿at Co(A)0 -Aq and Co(A)^ Q is the sat of all n-ary operations f over AQ such that if is a congruanoa of A, then ~ is also a congruence of f. The elements in Co(A)1 are the n-ary operations of A compatible with coni gruenoes.
From above we obtain (1. -16 -
The cloning closure operators
A oovering space is a pair C =<CQ,C^)> suoh that CQ is a set and C^ is a subset of 2 0 with Cq * U C1. If C is a, oovering space, then Cq is called the support of C and C^ the coverring family of C. If C and C' are covering spaaes, then a morphism from C to C' is a function h:Cy --Cq such that for all XeC.J h" 1 (l) 6 C^ The composition of the morphisms is a morphism. Hence we obtain a category Cov of all covering spaoes. A covering space C is oallod topological if the following conditions hold:
for allcxcc1 uaeC,. A covering space C is said to be open provided (op) for all p e C^,X,Y e C.,, if peXflY, then there is U e C^ with peUeXOY. Every open covering spaoe C determines a unique topological spaoe C with CQ = CQ and C^c^ suoh that C1 is a base of C. The full subcategory of Cov defined by all topological spaoes is denoted by Top.
A morphism h:C -c' in Cov is said to be minimal provided C1 = |h" 1 (X):XeC^}. The subcategory of Cov defined by the minimal morphisms is denoted by Covm. Moreover, we shall denote by Covo the subcategory of Cov_ admitting only the ino ttl elusion map h(x) = x for xgCq. If h:C c--C' is a morphism in Covg, then C1 = { X n CQ:X e C^ }, CQ£ C^ and we write C^Q C' or C = C'|CQ and moreover, C is called a subspace of C'. For every subset X£C^ there is exactly om subspace C^s C' with CQ = X and we write C = c'|x. The set of all subspace of C' will be denoted by s(c'). Henoe the category Cov_ may s bd considered as the poeet oategory <0b Cov,^s>. A covering poset category is a full subcategory of Cov8 defined by a class of cohering spaces closed under the subspace operator s. Hence a covering poset category is a poset category where V£Ob Cov pnd s(V) = V. The oovering poset category s> will-<W briefly denoted by V and the opposite category <(V, B>>by V op . Now we give a definition. A cloning closure operator is a triple E = <E(J,B1,E2> such that EQ is a non-empty set, E1 is a covering poset category and E2 is a quasi-functor from E°p to Set having the following properties: (00) for all objeots C in E1 E2(C) iB the set of all subsets of E0 C° , (01) for every morphism CsjC' in E1 the funotion E2(C^C') preserves the inclusion relation and for every Ze E2(C') and Xe C^ we have Z |XE EgfClXiSC') (Z), where Z|X is the set of all restricted functions f|X with f€ Z , G (c2) for every morphism C^C' in E^, set ZeS2(C') and fe EQ & we have, fe B2(C^C')(Z) if and only if for each XeC1 the function f|X belongs to E2(C|X4C'){Z). If E is aj cloning closure operator and U is a full subcategory of E.j closed under the operator s, then the triple E|U * <BQ,U,E2|U op >i8 also a cloning olosure operator and we call it the suboperator of B induoed by U. How we prove the following faot.
(2.2) For every cloning olosure operator E we have:
Z|C0eE2(C^C')(Z), (iii) for every objeot C in B1 BQ = B2(1C) is a closure opeCfj rator on the set EQ . Proof, (i) holds sinoe E2 is a quasi-funotor.
(ii) holds by (o1) and (c2). By (o1) Bc preserves the inclusion relation. By (ii) we have Z<=EC(Z) and E^ -BQ sinoe E2(1C) = E2(1c) ° B2(1C) by fi). Henoe Bc is a olosure operator on the sat BQ°0 and (iii) holds.
An invariant space over a cloning closure operator B is a pair<C,Z> such that C is an object in B^and EC(Z) = Z. If<C,Z> and <C',Z'> are invariant spaces over B, the« a morphism from < C,Z> to < C'fZ'> is any function h:CQ --C^ such that for all fe z' the oonposltion f°heZ. Hence we have a category Sp(B) of all invariant spaces over a cloning olosure operator 3. Every invariant spaoe <C,ii> over E and any subset X£Cq determines by (2.2) a invariant space <C|X,E 2 (C)X$C) (Z)> over is' which ie called a subspace of <C,Z> induoed by X. A selection over a cloning closure operator E is a runction a that relates to each natural number n an object o<(n) in E^ suoh thator(n)Q = Eg. Every selection oc over E defines a function B^' that relates to each algebra A with Aq = E 0 an algebra A' = E^(A) such that A^ = E Q and for all n A^ n = B <x ( n )(A 1 Q ). Prom (2,2) we obtain: (2.3) For every selection cx over a cloning closure operator E the function E^0 1 ' is a monad of the poset category Enr™ (AL) being the full subcategory of Enr(AL) defined by Q all alt«bras A with AQ « EQ.
An algebra A with pr Il SA 1 _ for all n 4 0 is said to be ' t n a clone over E provided there is a selection cx over E and A = E^'fA). Since E does not depend on A the algebra A' • (A) with pr n £A^ is always a clone for all A ajid all Selections cx over E. if A is a clone over E and A = E^(A), then A is called an cx-clone over E.
A oovering space C with a one-element covering family C 1 = { C o| may be coneidered 88 the 80 * c o and * he covering poset oategory defined by all those covering spaces may be considered as the poset category Set_ « <Ob Sit,£). By easy verification we obtain (2.4) Every algebra A defines a cloning closure operator al(A) such that al(A) Q -A Q , al(A) 1 -S»t 0 and Al(A) 2 (MOl')(Z) is the set Sg A u'(Z)|M, where A M is the X'-power algebra of A. The operator al(A) admits only one selection cx with a(n) « aJ.
An algebra A' with AQ » AQ is a clone over al(A) if and onl^r if for all n A^ ^ is a subuniverse of * n (A) and pr n c a! _ for all n ft 0. Hence A is an algebraic clone if * % and only if A is a clone over al(A).
A oloning closure operator E preserves an algebra A proTided E 0 * Aq and for each, mar phis m C^C' in E^ if Z is a subuniverse of the algebra A then E 9 (C^C )(Z) is a »abi»i- = 2 and for every morphisra C^C' in CovB and Ze I2(C'), I2(CsSC')(Z) is the set of all functions f:C0--IQ such that for each XeC1 there is a function heZ with f|X « h|X.
How we prove (2.6) Theorem. For every non-empty set T there is only one interpolational operator I with I0 « I and it is denoted by Moreover, every interpolational operator I is a cloning closure operator preserving all algebras A with A 0 = I 0* .Proof. The mappings I2 are uniquely determined by IQ. Prom the definition (2.5) it follows that I2 is such a quasi-functor that it is a clojning closure operator. Let A be, any algebra with AQ = and let Z be a subuniverse of Oq A . For all n and all f e A^ and all ,p2».. • ,<pn 6 Z^ « Cn ' = I2(C-^C')(Z), 9 = f u (^l,jP2,...^n)eZ1 since for every XeC1 by (2.5) we have <p\X « f x (y>11X,$P 2 |X,... ,9n|X) -C' -irfh., |x,h2|x,...,hn(x) = f 0 (h1th2,...,hn)|x, where h^Z C U c o and f u (h^,h2,...,hQ)e Z, beoause Z is a subuniverse of A . C0 Hence Z^ is a subuniverse of A and thus I preserves the algebra A.
A covering space C' is called an enrichment of a oovering space C if C0 -C^ and C1 £ and then it is written C f-j ci The covering poset category defined by all open oovering spaces is denoted by 0CovQ. How we give a definition of a localizational operator. Let E and E' be any cloning closure operators. E' is said to be an enrichment of E provided EQ = 3Q is an enrichmental endofunctor of algebras.
-
-
The endofanctor in(Q,gr,HJ for H = id (id(A) = A) will be briefly denoted by m(Q,3"). By (3.2) and (2.3) we obtain the following fact. Let us consider the applications of (3.3). Example 1.
To every algebra A we relate the interpolational operator J(A) = I with Iq = A^. By (2.6) J is a cloning system of algebras and by (3.3) n(J»c w ), where w w is a mapping that relates to every non-empty set X a selection w(X) over and c", is such a selection over J that o w (A) = W(Aq) for all A, is an enrichmental theory of algebras. Example 2.
To every algebra A we relate the localizational operator 1(A) = L with L Q = A^. By (2.8) the mapping 1 is a cloning system of algebras and by (3.3) m(l t c v ), where v is a mapping that relates to every non-empty set X a selection v(X) over and c y is suoh a selection over 1 that c V (A) = V(Aq) for all A, is an enriohraental theory of algebras.
The Theorem (2.4) determines the algebraic cloning system al of algebras which does not fulfil the assumptions of (3.3).
Sinos a oloning system Q of algebras is a functor from Bnr(Ai) to CIO r therefore if 4s r A' , then Q(A)<R Q(A') and thus every invariant apace <C,Z> over Q(A') is an invariant space over Q(A) because Z£Q(A) c (Z)QQ(A') C (Z) = Z or Q(A)q(Z)s Z. Hence we have: (3.4) If Q is a cloning system of algebras and for algebras A and A' we have AA' , then the category Sp(Q(A')) of all invariant spaces over Q(A') is a full subcategory of the oategory Sp(Q(A)).
If Q is a cloning system of algebras and V is a full subcategory of the poset category Q* closed under the subspace operator s, then V defines a cloning system Q' = QIV of algebras such that for every algebra A we have Q(A) = = Q(A)|V. Then Q' is called a subsystem of Q induced by V. If Q' is a subsystem of a cloning system Q of algebras and A = A' , then also A =, A' . Every cloning system Q of algebras such that Q(A) = Q(A') provided AQ = AQ has as an eoriohmental hull the greatest enrichmental theory cm of algebras. Thus J = 1 = cm by the examples 1 and 2. To determine the enrichmental hulls of the algebraic cloning system al of algebras and its subsystems let us consider the example 3 from the § 1. Every full subcategory V of the poset oategory al* = 5et_ closed under the subspaoe operator s defines an (V) enriohmental theory Cs v of algebras whioh relates to eaoh algebra A the algebra A' = CS* '(A) such that AQ » AQ and for all n, A^ Q is the set of all functions f:A0 n --AQ having the property (k) for all sets M in V (see § 1, example 3). (4.1) Theorem. Let B and 3' be two cloning closure operators such that EQ • EQ and B1 = Set8. If e' preserves B, then a triple E" = suoh that EQ = EQ, B^' = E,j and the map E^ is defined by the following formula E^C^C'HZ) = Bg(C«c'){B c^( Z)J is a cloning closure operator whioh preserves B. Moreover if <C,Z> is an object in Sp(E"), then<CQ,Z>is an objeot in Sp(E) and in this way a functor F:Sp(B") --Sp(B) is obtained.
Proof. Since E' preserves B the mapping Eg is a quasi-functor. Hence by easy verification we prove that B" is a cloning closure operator which preserves
The rest is obvious.
The cloning closure operator E" given by (4.1} is denoted by E'A E and called a composition of B and b'. Now let us consider the applications of Theorem (4.1)» By Theorems (2.6) (A0) (A0) and (2.8) the oloning olosure operators I and L preserve al(A) and thus by (4*1) the formulas 
IV)
Henoe by the definitions of theories Cis, Cis 1 , Cls and Cls^ we obtain the first part of Theorem (4.3). The rest is obvious. Tnis finiehs the proof of Theorem (4.3).
If cx is a selection over a cloning closure operator E, then we say that a covering space Ca -admits a set Z provided for all n, all the following condition holds:
(ad) for each X€ C, there is Yecx(n)., such that ,<p2f • »SPn> (X)£Y. Since S Int(A) the selections (A0) over I and Int(A) are the same* (4.4) The o r e m .
Let H be an enrichmental endofunctor of algebraB closed under an algebra A. If a is a selection over Int(A),<C,Z> is an invariant space over Int(A) such that <CQ,Z> is an invariant space over al(H(A)) and the covering spaoe Co. -admits Z, then <C,Z> is an invariant space over Int(A'), where a' = Int(A) (H(A)). Proof.
Sinoe H is closed under A therefore A' =» = I^(H(A))t where I is the unique interpolational operator with IQ =» Aq. Henoe for all n, A^ = n^ and tilUB for every f e Al _ and every leoiln). there is h'^eHli), _ i fn i i)A with f|Y = h^'-lY. By (4.2) it is sufficient to prove that <Cf1,Z>is an object in Sp(al(A')). For this let us consider c 0 any function •. <p = f (jc^ • • • *9 n )» where f e A^ n and * * * e Z * The P 81 -37^0 » 2^ is an object in Sp(I). Hence 9?eZ iff for every XeC., there is \?e Z with <p |X = y I X. lei X€C1# Sinoe C a-admits Z there is, by (ad), Yeot(n)1 with <551,932,...,9?n> (X)c Y. Thus <p\X = f*^! X,^ | X,.. . , X) = = y | X with y = h,9>2,...,pn) e z, because <C0,Z> is in Sp(al(H(A)). Hence ftZ or <C0,Z> is an object in Sp(al(A')). This finishs our proof of Theorem (4.4)© Moreover, let us remark that a' = m(Iijt,j",H) (A), where A' is the algebra in theorem (4.4) and tf is any selection over Int with j*(A) = o<.
(4.5) Theorem. Let H be an enrichmental endofunctor of algebras closed under an algebra A such that H(A) is an algebraical clone. Moreover let a be such a selection over Int(A) that for each n the covering £. oaoe a (n) a-admits the set H(A)1
Then the algebra i ,n
is a clone over Int, i.e. A' is T-clone over Int, where 3* is any selection over Int with 3~(A' ) = a.
Proof.
For all n, A1 fl = ¿j (H( A) 1 n). Hence the pair<A (n) ,A! > fulfils the suppositions of Theorem (4.4). 11 n f Indeed a (n) a-admits A. , because a (n) cx-admits H(A)1 ". I|U 1 ^Q But H(A) is an algebraical done and thus H(A) 1 is a subuniverse of Pfl(H(A)). Hence, by (2.6) , is a subuniverse of Pn(H(A)) or<a(n)0,A1 Q> is an object in Sp( al (H( A)) ). Obviously <a (n) .A^ n>is an object in Sp(Int(A)). Hence, by Theorem (4.4), <« (n) .A^ n>is an object in Sp(Int(A')) for all n and thus A' = Int(A' J^'U') or A' is a GR-clone for any seleoition 3* over Int with Y(A') -ex. a is a seleotion over Int(A') because Int(A')0 « A^ • AQ. This finishs the proof of Theorem (4*5).
Let *U. be any infinite oardinal number. Let us denote by QLm the seleotion over I wuoh that for all n «/W(n)1 is the set of all subsets X of An n with card(X)<4£ . The A o n covering space aw(n) o^-admits every set Zc aq u , Moreover Cn every covering spaoe C or^-admits any set Zc aq Hence by theorem (4*5) we obtain (4.6) Theore m . For every infinite cardinal number m and for eaoh enrichaental endofunctor H of algebaras closed under an algebra A such that H(A) is an algebraioal clone the algebra
is a clone over Int, i.e. A' is a T-clone over Int for any seleotion f over Int with^{A') =a For a oonnezion to the last part of § 3 we give a remark. Remark. The determination of a characterisation of algebras A being n-affine or affine under a given triple » open problem. Some partial solutions of this problem for special cases: Q is al or Int|Fin (where Pin is the full subcategory of Cov" defined by all C such that C.
( is the set of all finite subsets of CQJ and (H,SJ e|(p,Co), (p,cm), (0,cm) | are given in papers [1, 2, 4, 6, 7] .
5. The smooth cloning system of topological algebras A topological 8lgebrs is a pair A = <> such that A 0 = < A 00» A 01^ a io P ol°8 i ca l spaoe and A^ is a function that relates to each natural number n a set Aof n-ary n * continuous operations f:A0(J -"~A00 OV0r toP 01^*081 spaoe Ay (i.e.
f is a morphism in the category Top from the product space AQ 11 to AQ).
Every topological algebra A determines an algebra U(A) such that U(A)Q = A0Q and U(A)1 • A^« A morphism for a topological algebra A to a topological algebra A' is such a morphism h »<h0,h1> from U(A) to U(A') in AL that hQ is a morphism in Top from AQ to a'q. Hence we obtain a oategory TAL of topological algebras such that U is a fqrgetful functor from TAL to AL. Puting for topological algebras A and a' Aj£r a' if and only if A0 » a'q and A^ k' for all n we have a poset oategory Itar(TAL) *<0b TAL,«p>whioh may be considered as a subcategory of TAL* The endofunotors of Enr(TAL) of the forms H such that As?r H(A) for all A are oalled enrichmental endofunctors of topological algebras. The monada of Enr(TAL) i.e. the enrichmental endofunctors H p of topological algebras with H «= H are said to be the enrichmental theories of topological algebras. For instance we have the enrichmental theories of topological algebras 0 and p such that 0(A) and p(A) are the topological algebras with for all topological algebras A. A clotittag system of topological algebras is a functor Q from the category Enr(TAL) to the category CL0r such that:
(1) for all A Q(A) preserves U{A) , (2) for all A and A'
for all A, all selections a over Q(A) and all n we have if Z is a set of continuous n-ary operations over AQ, then the set Q(A) a^n j(Z) is also a set of continuous n-ary operations over the topological 3paoe AQ.
Hence if Q is a cloning system of topological algebras and a is a selection over Q(A), then Q(A)^ determines a monad of the oategory Enr, (TAL) which is the full subcategory M For a topological algebra A, a set M and a set Z£AQQ let us denote by in A (Z) the least topological space (with respeot to the enrichmental relation l-^) C with CQ = M such that every mapping feZ is a morphism in Top from C to AQ. Then we have the following facts:
and L is the localizational operator with LQ = AQQ. 
